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ABSTRACT 

Traditionally steel is used as a reinforcement in concrete. But because of cost and 
availability, replacement of steel with some other suitable materials as reinforcement 
is now a major concern. Though bamboo has been used as a construction material, 
especially in developing country, until today its use as reinforcement in concrete is 
very limited due to various uncertainties. Since bamboo is a natural, cheap and also 
readily available material, it can be a substitute of steel in reinforcing of concrete. In 
this paper, aptness of bamboo as reinforcement in concrete will be evaluated. To 
assess this, tensile strength test of bamboo having three and five nodes are performed. 
I m bamboo sticks of varying cross sections are used in this test. Also flexural strength 
test of bamboo reinforced beam is done to characterize the performance of bamboo as 
reinforcement. Singly and double bamboo reinforced beams of 750 mm length having 
150 mm width and depth are compared with plain concrete beam to carry out in this 
test 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Concrete is a widely used construction material for its various advantages such as low cost, 
availability, fire resistance etc. But it cannot be used alone everywhere because of its low 
tensile strength. So, generally steel is used to reinforce the concrete. Though steel has a high 
tensile strength to complement the low tensile strength of concrete, use of steel should be 
limited since it is very costly and also so much energy consuming in manufacturing process. 
Thus a suitable substitute of this with a low cost, environmental friendly and also a less 
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Abstract: Practical, technical and economical di culties in adopting base isolation created interest in study of mid-storey isolation, in which exi-
ble isolators are installed at any intermediate storey of a building. Since vertical irregularities are increasing in the present architecture, a study to
understand structural behaviour of these buildings under seismic loading is essential for proper design and better performance. This paper presents
the time-history analysis of a sti ness and mass irregular building of G+20 stories and their seismic responses when incorporated with isolators at
intermediate stories. The e ect of change in isolation level in the seismic performance of the building is studied. The structural analysis software
SAP2000 is used for the analysis process. Base shear, storey shear deviation and energy absorption of the high rise structures are plotted.

Keywords: High rise structures, Mid–storey isolation, SAP2000, Seismic isolation, Vertical irregularity

I. INTRODUCTION 

Seismic isolation method was developed to prevent injury to the occupants and other components by isolating the building, thereby re-
ducing the earthquake forces acting on it. Mid-storey isolation is a type of partial isolation in which only a part of the total building mass 
is isolated at an intermediate storey level, unlike isolating the total mass as in base isolation. These isolation devices absorb energy thus 
reducing the energy input on structures. 
Irregular buildings are a major concern as it is becoming common now. According to IS 1893 (Part 1): 2016, a soft storey is one which 
has the lateral stiness less than the storey above; while a mass irregularity occurs when the seismic weight of a oor increases to more
than 150 percent of the oors below [10]. Here, this study consists of time history analysis of two buildings, a stiness irregular and a
mass irregular building, on both xed and middle storey isolated conditions. Variation in results on changing the level of isolation has
also been checked. Change in base shear, storey shear, energy dissipation, occurrence of peak values of storey shear and acceleration are 
compared and plotted. SAP 2000 software has been used for the study.

II. AIM

To nd the eect of mid-storey isolation in the seismic responses of vertical irregular high rise buildings.

III. MODEL DESCRIPTION

Building model used is of G+20 stories with plan dimension 30 x 16 m. Each story is of 3.5m height. Beams used are 0.35 x 0.4 m and
columns are 0.4 x 0.6 m. Stiness irregularity is created in the second model by increasing the bottom storey height to 4.5m. Mass irreg-
ularity is created by increasing the seismic weight of storey 10 to about 181% than the adjacent storeys. This is done by increasing the 
weight of structural components and an addition of a superimposed dead load of 10 kN/m2.
Isolator used in common is high damping rubber bearing with an eective horizontal stiness of 3.27 kN/mm and vertical stiness 2796
kN/mm. It has a maximum vertical load capacity of 9596 kN, which is larger than the maximum axial load occurring in the considered
structures. There are a total of 35 bearings installed, each with a height of 136 mm and 10% damping. The properties of isolators used in 
this study are taken from actually developed isolation devices. These are installed in the middle of columns in dierent storey locations
to study the eect of varying the isolation interface along the height of the building. The 1940 El Centro earthquake is used for the time
history analysis. 
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Experimental Study on the Stabilization of Soil
using Eggshell Powder and Coir Fibres as a

Sustainable Alternative
1S.Mary Rebekah Sharmila, 2 Austin T. Sabu, Sija Arun3�

Abstract

Stabilization of soil can be done by using natural and waste materials instead of
synthetic materials for sustainable development which will reduce the impact on the
environment. This research paper deals about the experimental study on the
stabilization of soil using organic waste and coir fibres of varying lengths. The organic
waste taken into consideration was eggshell powder. Basic properties of virgin soil
like Atterberg’s limits, Unconfined compressive strength , compaction characteristics,
California bearing ratio, were determined. The soil samples were treated with varying
percentages of eggshell powder and the optimum percentage of eggshell powder for
the stabilization soil was determined. The CBR and UCC values showed a
considerable increase in strength attainment due to the presence of Calcium Oxide in
the eggshell powder. The soil was then treated with an optimum percentage of
eggshell powder and varying percentages of coir fibres of different lengths (L=1cm,
1.5cm). It was observed that the soil showed considerable strength improvement with
the combination of eggshell powder and coir fibre than that with eggshell powder
alone. The effective use of locally available materials like eggshell powder and coir
fibres and their experimental combination for the improvement of soil makes the study
relevant and feasible.

Keywords: Eggshell powder (ESP), Coir Fibres(CF), Atterbergs limits, CBR, UCC.
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Abstract

Physical health is associated with physical activity,

physical activity also ensures the wellbeing of the

humans, physical activity is recognized using body

worn sensors, and three Inertial Measurement units

(IMU) are used to capture the data from the sensors.

The activity recognition chain consists of Data

Acquisition, Preprocessing, segmentation, Feature

extraction, and Classification. Different levels of
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Abstract: Automated fingerprint matching is considered as the most 

challenging phase of fingerprint recognition since it can be affected by a 

variety of factors such as noise, skin condition, rotation, distortions and 

displacements. When there is a large database, the search time to get a 

matching fingerprint will be relatively high. To reduce the searching time 

in the database, we have proposed a minutiae tree based indexing method 

in this paper. The database is represented in the form of a minutiae tree 

and the fingerprint matching is done by visiting the nodes in the tree 

where the local configuration of the minutiae is stored. By using this tree 

structure it is found that the search time or matching time can be 

considerably reduced and the matching time is independent of the number 

of fingerprints enrolled in the database. Our framework is scalable and 

the experiments conducted explores its ability to find correct matches 

with minimal search time. 

 

Keywords: Minutia, Fingerprint Matching, Minutiae Tree, Binning, Indexing 

 

Introduction 

Fingerprint verification and fingerprint identification 

are the two different modes of operations of a fingerprint 

based biometric system. Fingerprint verification is 

considered as a simple process of 1:1 matching whereas 

fingerprint identification is a complex process of 1:N 

matching (Jain et al., 2010). In both the modes 

fingerprint matching is an important step. In verification 

the acquired image is matched with the stored image. 

The matching algorithm will find the correspondence 

between the two images and gives a positive result if 

they are significantly similar. In identification the given 

probe image is matched with all the images in the dataset 

to generate a degree of similarity. The algorithm returns 

the name of the person who has a highest degree of 

similarity. Fingerprint matching is very challenging since 

two images acquired at different time exactly under same 

conditions need not be exactly the same. The difficulty in 

matching is due to several reasons (Sheng et al., 2007). 

The translation and rotation of the fingerprint images, 

application of a poor feature extraction algorithm, 

displaced, false and missing minutiae and the non linear 

deformations of the images are some of the reasons. To 

overcome these variations a powerful matching 

algorithm is needed. So the matching algorithm should 

be invariant to translation and rotation of the images. It 

should return the correct result while comparing 

fingerprints from the same finger even the feature 

extractor has missed some features or even when the 

fingerprint images are affected by non linear distortions. 

The fingerprint matching algorithm can generally be 

classified into three different classes: 

 

• Correlation based matching algorithms (Hatano et al., 

2002; Lindoso et al., 2007) which use superimpose 

two fingerprint images to find the correlation among 

pixels for different displacement and rotation 

• Minutiae based matching algorithms (Jiang and 

Yau, 2000; Luo et al., 2000) which use the extracted 

minutiae of two fingerprints to find the matching 

pairs of minutiae 

• Non minutiae based matching algorithms (Yang and 

Park, 2008; Nanni and Lumini, 2009) which use the 

orientation, shape or frequency of ridges to perform 

matching between two fingerprints 

 

Among the three classes minutiae based algorithms 

are the most common and minutiae based matching is 

considered as a point pattern matching problem. 

Our goal is to develop a fingerprint matching 

algorithm which can reduce the database search time 

during matching. Towards this goal a minutiae tree 

based algorithm is proposed in this paper, which enrol 

the fingerprints at the leaf node of the tree and the 

matching is done by comparing the values related to each 

minutia at each node. A minutiae tree based indexing 
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ABSTRACT--- Automated identification of valve disorders 
from heart sounds is a competent task in cardiology. Time 
domain features like variance (µ), standard deviation (SD), 
entropy (E), peak amplitude (PA), RMS, crest factor (CRF), 
impulse factor (IF), shape factor (SHF), energy and clearance 
factor (CLF) are extensively used in Artificial Intelligence (AI) to 
reflect the physical attributes of signals. Time domain features 
are analytically simple and easy to compute. In this paper, the 
reliability of employing time domain features for the detection of 
murmur from heart sound is investigated. It is found that energy 
of the signal is able to detect the murmur from PCG signal with 
an accuracy of 98.87 %, sensitivity of 99.70 % and specificity of 
98.09 %. 

Index Terms— energy, heart abnormality, murmur, PCG 
signal, statistical significance, type of heart signal, time domain 
features. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The feature extraction is the primary step involved in any 
artificial intelligence system. Signal processing techniques 
employed for extracting the features plays an important role 
in systems meant for automated analysis. This mainly 
involves fault diagnosis of mechanical/electrical systems 
using their vibration data, detection of diseases by analyzing 
various biological signals etc., From the features, extracted 
via suitable signal processing techniques, problems can be 
detected, accurately traced and even their type can be 
recognized. Moreover, the features selected via the 
appropriate feature extraction technique should be 
statistically significant and computationally efficient. The 
features extracted will be of time domain, frequency domain 
or Time–Frequency (TF) domain. Out of these, time domain 
features are simpler and computationally viable than 
features in transformed domain because they do not involve 
complex domain transformation. 

A few methods that incorporates time domain features to 
identify problems of numerous sectors are presented in the 
literature. For diagnosing bearing defect, Hu et al. [1] 
proposed a method by utilizing the ensemble averaging of 
the largest amplitude impact transients of bearing vibration 
data. The proposed method was able to differentiate normal 
or faulty bearing with 91.20% accuracy. Carrasco et al. [2] 
introduced a method for predicting the solar activity by 
using the relationship between the solar maximum 
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amplitude and max–max cycle length of solar cycle. 
Selamtzis et al. [3] introduced a method to detect the 
dysphonia by computing the sample entropy of excerpted 
vowels of 31 different subjects (accuracy 89%). Li et al. [4] 
put forth a method to obtain the failure probability in 
structural reliability analysis via the maximum entropy of 
the random samples. To improve the input image 
recognition performance, Shi et al. [5] computed the entropy 
orthogonality loss of the penultimate layer of the 
convolutional neural networks (CNN). Wang et al. [6] 
proposed a system by considering the mean value of RR 
intervals, the standard deviation of RR intervals and the 
square root of mean squared differences of successive RR 
intervals of the Electrocardiograph (ECG) signal to 
investigate the heart rate changes. The features were input 
into the support vector machine (SVM) classifier and 
reported a mean sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of 
91.31%, 90.04% and 90.95%, respectively. Rapalis et al. [7] 
proposed a technique for estimating the blood pressure and 
heart beat variability. For estimating the blood pressure 
variability, standard deviation of normal-to-normal (NN) 
and RR interval, square root of mean squared differences of 
NN intervals of the ECG signal was utilized. The heart beat 
variability was estimated by measuring the pulse arrival 
time of ECG and photoplethysmogram (PPG) signal by 
hilbert transform after preprocessing and amplitude 
normalization. Ibrahim et al. [8] explored a technique to 
help in the diagnosis of epilepsy and autism spectrum 
disorder (ASD) by estimating the shannon entropy of the 
preprocessed electroencephalography (EEG) signal. The 
features were given into various classifiers and reported a 
classification accuracy of 94.6%. Wang et al. [9] proposed a 
scheme for the diagnosis of epilepsy by estimating the 
Teager energy operator of EEG signal. Ma et al. [10] 
introduced a technique to detect the roller element bearing 
fault using the Teager energy operator of the intrinsic mode 
functions (IMF) of the preprocessed bearing vibration data. 
Khan and Ali [11] presented a procedure for the detection of 
seizure by analyzing the preprocessed EEG signal. The ratio 
of signal energy concentrated along the time axis and the 
frequency axis with the total signal energy was estimated 
and were given as input into the SVM classifier (Accuracy 
98.25%). Mahapatra and Horio [12] proposed a system for 
the classification of interictal and ictal EEG. Initially, the 
empirical mode decomposition (EMD) was employed for 
decomposition of EEG into IMFs. The RMS frequency of 
the IMFs after hilbert transform was estimated and used as  
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 Early diagnosis of heart diseases bears a major role in saving lives. Presence of 
spurious extra-frequency components, termed as murmurs within the phonocardiography record 
may be indicative of valvular disorders like stenosis, lesions or regurgitation. It is difficult to 
identify the subtitle spectral components of murmurs through subjective audition. In this paper, 
a technique is proposed to detect the presence of murmur from the heart signal by analyzing 
their non-stationarity behaviorby using autocorrelationbased features namely, Standard Error 
(SE) of Auto-Correlation Function (ACF) and absolute deviation of SE from the reciprocal of 
the square root of number of samples (â). The selected features corresponding to normal and 
murmur differ with a ‘P’ value of 1.80 x10-14(dataset 1) and 2.20 x10-76(dataset 2) for SE and 
â,respectively. It is found that SE and â could effectively distinguish normal and murmurwith 
100% accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity.

Keywords: Autocorrelation,heart abnormality, murmur, non-stationarity,
PCG signal, type of heart signal, time domain features.

 Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are 
one of the major causes of death worldwide. 
As per the report of world health organization, 
the annual death rate due to CVDs is more than 
from any other diseases [1]. In 2015, around 
17.7 million people died because of CVDs. Of 
these deaths, an estimated 7.4 million were due 
to coronary heart disease. Hence, early detection 
and diagnosis of heart diseases play a major 
role in saving lives. Presence of spurious extra-
frequency components, termed as murmurs within 
the phonocardiography (PCG) records, or heard 

during the routine auscultation with steth, may 
be indicative of valvular disorders like stenosis, 
lesions or regurgitation. But it is dif�cult to detect
the presence of murmur in the heart signalthrough 
subjective audition. Hence an automated method 
to detect the presence of murmur in the heart 
sound has its own importance to �nd out the heart
abnormalities. 
 Few meth ods  de al i ng  wi th  t he 
computerized detection and characterization of 
heart murmurs are available in the literature [2-18].
Kang et al. [2] developed a system for automatic 
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Abstract- Searching for a Video in World Wide Web has augmented expeditiously as there’s been an explosion of growth in video on 

social media channels and networks in recent years. At present video search engines use the title, description, and thumbnail of the video 

for identifying the right one. In this paper, a novel video searching methodology is proposed using the Video indexing method. Video 

indexing is a technique of preparing an index, based on the content of video for the easy access of frames of interest. Videos are stored 

along with an index which is created out of video indexing technique. The video searching methodology check the content of index 

attached with each video to ensure that video is matching with the searching keyword and its relevance ensured, based on the word count 

of searching keyword in video index. The video searching methodology check the content of index attached with each video to ensure that 

video is matching with the searching keyword and its relevance ensured, based on the word count of searching keyword in video index. 

Video captions are generated by the deep learning network model by combining global local (glocal) attention and context cascading 

mechanisms using VIST-Visual Story Telling dataset. Video Index generator uses Wormhole algorithm, that ensure minimum worst-case 

time for searching a key with a length of L.  Video searching methodology extracts the video clip where the frames of interest lies from the 

original huge sized source video. Hence, searcher can get and download a video clip instead of downloading entire video from the video 

storage. This reduces the bandwidth requirement and time taken to download the videos.  

 

Keywords- Video Indexing, Video Searching, Visual Story Telling, Wormhole, glocal, VIST 

 

1. Introduction 
 

ideo is one of the main active medium to convey 

messages effectively. Consequent to the 

development in computer networking technology, 

video is now accessible to everyone through 

various social media networking platforms. Video 

is more effective than text or audio messages 

because it grabs the attention of people very easily, engage 

the targeted viewers and it is easy to memorize. In addition, 

video can embrace all the other forms of information 

including text, audio, music, photographs, links etc. 

 

Prediction based on current CISCO Visual Networking 

Index (VNI), shows that global IP traffic would increase by 

three times in 2022 compared to that in 2017[1]
. 
According 

to the forecast, the IP video which include Internet video, 

IP VoD, Video file exchanged through file sharing, video-

streamed gaming and conferencing, will continue to be in 

the range of 80 to 90 percent of total traffic. Globally, IP 

video traffic will account for 82 percent of traffic by 2022. 

This remind the significance of managing the Video traffic 

by reducing the downloads only to the intended specific 

part of video.  

 

Video indexing formulate a technique of indexing a video 

as in the text books. When a download request with a 

search keyword is raised, the relevant part of video is found 

by checking the word density using the video index and 

transfer that video clip only. This avoid the transfer of 

entire video and thus reduces the video traffic drastically. 

 

2. Related work 
 

Works on video searching based on video content is not 

seen reported in the literature so far. Most of the proposed 

algorithms are based either on textual content or audio 

content.  

 

An Efficient Video Similarity Search Algorithm is 

introduced in [2] for the convenience of content-based 

video retrieval in large storage devices. Spatial-temporal 

V 
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Abstract- Searching for a Video in World Wide Web has augmented expeditiously as there’s been an explosion of growth in 
video on social media channels and networks in recent years. At present video search engines use the title, description, and 
thumbnail of the video for identifying the right one. In this paper, a novel video searching methodology is proposed using the 
Video indexing method. Video indexing is a technique of preparing an index, based on the content of video for the easy access 
of frames of interest. Videos are stored along with an index which is created out of video indexing technique. The video 
searching methodology check the content of index attached with each video to ensure that video is matching with the searching 
keyword and its relevance ensured, based on the word count of searching keyword in video index. Video captions are generated 
by the deep learning network model by combining global local (glocal) attention and context cascading mechanisms using 
VIST-Visual Story Telling dataset. Video Index generator uses Wormhole algorithm, that ensure minimum worst-case time for 
searching a key with a length of L Also, Video searching methodology extracts the video clip where the frames of interest lies 
from the original huge sized source video. Hence, searcher can get and download a video clip instead of downloading entire 
video from the video storage. This reduces the bandwidth requirement and time taken to download the videos.  
 
Keywords- Video Indexing, Video Searching methodology, VIST- Visual Story Telling dataset 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Video is one of the main active medium to convey messages 
effectively. Consequent to the development in computer 
networking technology, video is now accessible to everyone 
through various social media networking platforms. Video is 
more effective than text or audio messages because it grabs 
the attention of people very easily, engage the targeted 
viewers and it is easy to memorize. In addition, video can 
embrace all the other forms of information including text, 
audio, music, photographs, links etc. 
 
Prediction based on current CISCO Visual Networking 
Index (VNI), shows that global IP traffic would increase by 
three times in 2022 compared to that in 2017[1]. According 
to the forecast, the IP video which include Internet video, IP 
VoD, Video file exchanged through file sharing, video-
streamed gaming and conferencing, will continue to be in 
the range of 80 to 90 percent of total traffic. Globally, IP 
video traffic will account for 82 percent of traffic by 2022. 
This remind the significance of managing the Video traffic 
by reducing the downloads only to the intended specific part 
of video.  

 
Video indexing formulate a technique of indexing a video as 
in the text books. When a download request with a search 
keyword is raised, the relevant part of video is found by 
checking the word density using the video index and transfer 
that video clip only. This avoid the transfer of entire video 
and thus reduces the video traffic drastically. 
 
This  paper is organised as Introduction in section I, 
describes an overview of work proposed in this paper. In 
section II, various works already done related with this area 
described. It also ensured that no similar works has been 
done as presented in this paper. The proposed work 
described in detail with the support of block diagram in 
Section III.  Results of the implementation of this proposed 
work described in section IV. Section V describes the 
conclusion and  future scope of this proposed system. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 
Works on video searching based on video content is not seen 
reported in the literature so far. Most of the proposed 
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Abstract— The criminal offences in the ATM kiosk are happening very commonly in recent days. A fully automated ATM 
surveillance system is the need of present era intended for detecting suspicious actions in the surveillance system and to trigger 
the proactive steps before the incident to occur. An innovative methodology proposed in this paper, which deals an automation 
of video surveillance in ATM kiosk and detect any type of potential criminal activities. In this system, an innovative 
methodology is proposed for automated ATM surveillance System using skeleton-based action recognition neural networks 
and IoT sensors. Multiple layers of detection techniques used to confirm the activity as suspicious. Skeleton-based action 
recognition by part-aware graph convolutional networks is used for detecting suspicious human action using the NTU RGB-D 
data set. Aadhar enabled finger print scanner which is integrated with ATM is used to fetch the demographic information from 
aadhar server. IoT proximity sensor is used to recognize any trial to block the vision of surveillance camera. Similarly, any 
physical attack made on ATM will be identified using IoT pressure/gas sensors. Suspicious sound generating during the 
criminal offence is also considered to confirm the activity as suspicious. Once, the activity is confirmed as suspicious, 
demographic information of the suspect will be fetched from aadhar server maintain by  unique identification authority of India 
(UIDAI) and initiate the proactive steps and warning procedures. 
 
Keywords—ATM, part-aware graph, convolutional networks , NTU RGB-D data set, Surveillance System 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Automated Teller Machines (ATM) today have become areas 
of target due to their easy and readily available cash at 
everyone’s convenience. The attacks on ATM’s are steadily 
rising and this is a serious problem for law enforcement and 
banking sectors. So there has to be a system developed and 
put into place that will make sure the ATM is safeguarded 
and also gives customers the confidence when using the 
ATM. There are a variety of ATM attacks because it is such 
an attractive target for burglars. Basically, there are three 
basic types of ATM attacks which can be as follows.  

1) Physical attack: Brute force attack to ATM machines 
with intention of gaining access to cash within the safe  

2) ATM Fraud: Theft of bank card information  
3) Software Attack: Theft of sensitive information  

 
An innovative approach is proposed to address the Physical 
attack in ATM kiosk in this work. No effective technics 
realized for real time recognition of such criminal offences 
and trigger the proactive steps before the incident to occur. In 
this paper, an State-of-the-art techniques are proposed for 

Automated ATM Surveillance System in which Skeleton-
based action recognition neural networks is used for 
recognizing any suspicious human action by analyzing the 
video content and audio content. Various IoT sensors 
(pressure sensor, and Gas sensor) are used for recognizing 
any ATM Brute force attack to ATM machines with 
intention of gaining access to cash within the chamber and 
IoT proximity sensor is used for recognizing any trial to 
block the vision of surveillance camera. Immediately after 
the confirmation from the control unit, it is possible to 
disable the unlocking facility in the door of ATM kiosk 
itself. Aadhar enabled finger print scanner is also integrated 
with ATM to fetch the demographic information from the 
Aadhar server maintain by  Unique Identification Authority 
of India (UIDAI) and can initiate the procedure to freeze 
further movements of the  suspect. Since, aadhar is linked 
with the mobile number, it is easy to track and locate the 
suspect by using the mobile tower location, Also, the face 
image can be send to various public transport key stations to 
freeze his further schedules.    
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As a mean for non-intrusive inspection of bearing systems, the scope of predicting their condition
from the acoustic vibrations liberated during their operation, utilizing signal processing methods, has
been of extensive research, over decades. Vibration being highly non-stationary, time domain as well
as spectral features cannot characterize its behavior. Even though spectrogram is a time-frequency
domain feature extraction technique, its interpretation is tedious and perhaps, subjective. In the
proposed method, the spectrogram images of the normal vibration data is compared with that of the
contextual vibration, using Structural Similarity Index Metric (SSIM). It is hypothesized that the pattern
similarity between the contextual spectrogram and baseline is low when the bearing is faulty. The
SSIM between the spectrogram image of normal bearing vibration data and the baseline is different
from those between the baseline and vibration data corresponding to Inner Race Failure (IRF), Roller
Element Defect (RED) and Outer Race Failure (ORF). Via the proposed method of spectrogram pattern
matching based on SSIM, the subjectivity in the comparative interpretation of spectrogram is
eliminated fully. The SSIM corresponding to the vibrations acquired from normal and faulty bearings
differ with a P value of 4.43693xl0-16. The technique can distinguish defective bearings with, 95.74%
sensitivity, 96% accuracy and 100% specificity, without dismantling or open intervention.

Bearing fault, pattern matching, spectrogram, structural similarity index metric, vibration.

Bearings are one of the prominent components in most of the machines in process
industries. They establish free rotational or linear movement, by reducing friction. Bearings
may turn faulty due to heavy loading, insufficient lubrication and ineffective sealing. Several
studies have stated that the major cause of failure of rotating machines is due to bearing
failure (Li, Jiang, Hu. k Peng, 2016; Li, Jiang, Wang, k Peng, 2016). Unexpected failure of the
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Abstract and Figures

Microaneurysms (MAs) are the earliest pre-eminent indicators of diabetic retinopathy (DR)
and are hard to distinguish for ophtalmologists on standard fundus images. This paper
proposes a method based on discrete orthonormal Stockwell transform and statistical
features for discriminating between normal and diseased retinal images. Feature extraction
by the two different approaches are consolidated and a total of 24 features are extracted
for classifier models. Training and testing of the proposed method has been accomplished
using 1140 retinal colour photographs. A comparative study using eight best known
classifiers is showcased for detection of microaneurysms and performance of the
classifiers are evaluated using retinal images by performing 10-fold cross validation
procedure. Simulation results demonstrate the efficiency and adequacy of the proposed
method which mainly characterize the textural features. The proposed method is compared
with existing algorithms and the results show that the algorithm detects DR with high
veracity. With the high accuracy and positive prediction, the proposed system assures
promising results in early diagnosis of DR.
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Abstract: The rise of big data with advancement in technology 

leads to an ever-increasing demand for a personalized search 
engine to search the huge amount of data residing in personal 
computers. A desktop search engine is used to search files or data 
in a user’s personal systems. This paper proposes a graph based 
semantic desktop search engine, GSDSE that uses the Word 
Sequence Graph model to store the file details and contents inside 
a graph database using full text indexing approach. The main 
features of GSDSE include content-based query autosuggestion 
based on entire query term sequence, link based page ranking, the 
semantic search of different query combinations and generation 
of content based valid search snippet view. To prove the efficiency 
and reliability of GSDSE, we conduct a comparsion study between 
Copernic Desktop search engine and GSDSE, and the results 
proved that the proposed system is efficient concerning efficiency 
and reliability. 
 

Index Terms: Desktop search engine, Graph database, Word 
sequence graph model, Semantic search engine.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

       The era of big data increases the amount of data that each 
user handles. Besides this, advancements of technology lead 
to new personalized systems with immense storage capacity. 
All these leads to a high demand for reliable desktop search 
engine that can search vast amount of data files and folders in 
a fast and efficient manner. Wide varieties of desktop search 
engines are available with different features like Copernic, 
Lookeen, etc. [1]. This paper proposes a graph based 
semantic desktop search engine, GSDSE based on Word 
Sequence Graph model, WSG that uses a full text indexing 
approach to store document or file details and contents inside 
graph database [2]. Users have the option to filter their search 
results by file type, folder name, etc. The main features of 
GSDSE include graph based query autosuggestion based on 
entire query term sequence - GQAS, page ranking, graph 
based semantic search of different query combinations - 
GSSQC and generation of content based valid search snippet 
view. Graph based document representation enables fast 
search and retrieval efficiently and reliably by utilizing index 
free adjacency feature of a graph database. 
     GSDSE is based on Word Sequence Graph model that uses 
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a graph of word approach where each sentence in each 
document is stored as a graph of word model by creating a 
unique node for each document and each unique non-stop 
word term. Each Document was connected to first non-stop 
word term of each sentence by an edge of type “contents” and 
an edge of type “next_seq” was used to connect adjacent 
non-stop word terms in each sentence. All stop words 
including symbols and punctuation marks between adjacent 
non-stop words were concatenated into one string and store in 
the edge in between as “stop_word” property. Other edge 
properties include sentence number, sequence id which is the 
unique document node id, case of succeeding node 
represented as ‘U,’ ‘S’ or ‘N’ for upper case, sentence case 
and lower case or no case respectively. All terms in sentence 
case or upper case were converted to lower case and others 
will be stored as such. Document node stores properties such 
as file name, folder name, file type, full path of the file, date, 
etc. [2].  
 Tika’s AutoDetect Parser was used to parse all types of 
document files to a plain text format which is then converted 
to graph based representation of files [3]. Stanford JavaNLP 
API was used for sentence splitting which in turn converted 
into words to represent as a sequence of word graph model 
[4]. This graph based full text indexing approach enables user 
to search files by contents, and it can be of any length where 
the main advantage of WSG model lies. Entire file system 
with all folders and subfolders were indexed. The simple 
design of index construction of desktop file system is 
illustrated in Fig.1. 

Search engine interface consists of total five panels as 
shown in Fig. 2. Users can enter their search queries in the text 
field at panel (1). Users have the options to filter their search 
results by folder (2) or by file type (3). Matching results will 
be displayed in the result panel at (4). Search snippet view of 
matching sentence will also be displayed along with file type 
icon and file path. Panel (5) is the preview panel used to 
display search snippet view of the matching sentences of the 
currently selected file in the result panel with all correct 
matches highlighted in red color. Clicking a file in the result 
panel displays its preview details in the preview panel. 
Double clicking a result or its preview opens the file. 

Semantic Desktop Search Engine using Graph 
Database 

Soumya George, M. Sudheep Elayidom, T. Santhanakrishnan 
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Abstract. The count of Internet of things (IoT) devices getting connected to internet are 
exponentially growing and is proposed to be 75 billion by 2025. IoT devices uses Low Power 
Wide Area Network (LPWAN) that are precisely build to operate at a lower cost with greater 
power efficiency and long range connectivity than traditional wireless networks. LPWAN are 
inherently prone to security threats since they are also wireless communication network. Secure 
communication is essential for LPWAN and most LPWAN technologies uses simple 
cryptography methods. Despite of this security mechanisms, LPWAN is vulnerable to wide 
range of attacks. In this paper Network architecture and Security mechanisms of LPWAN 
technologies (LoRa, Sigfox, NB-IoT and DASH7) are discussed and are compered in terms of 
IoT factors.  As a case study, vulnerabilities of LoRa is also being analyzed.                                 
Keywords: LPWAN, Wireless network, LoRa, IoT.                                                                                                                                         

1. Introduction 
Internet of things (IoT) is defined as a network of devices or physical objects with electronics, sensors, 
software and network connectivity that enables them to exchange information and communicate with 
each other. IoT applications can be used for smart homes, smart metering, factory monitoring, 
agriculture, smart buildings etc. In IoT wireless technologies such as Bluetooth, WiFi, ZigBee etc. are 
used to meet the communication requirements, but they can offer only a short range connectivity. In 
order to overcome the limitations of short range protocols Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN) 
are introduced, which offer a long range connectivity in the order of kilometers. LPWAN [1] is getting 
wide acceptance in industrial and research communities due to its low power long range characteristics. 
LPWAN [2] can offer long range connectivity up to 2 to 50 km depending upon rural and urban areas. 
Long battery life is one of the key feature of LPWAN technologies. The data rate offered by LPWAN 
is from 100 bps to 250 kbps and data rate is selected based on range requirements. LPWAN is suitable 
for IoT applications since it need to send only small amount of data to a long range. There are many 
LPWAN technologies and among them LoRa, Sigfox, NB-IoT and DASH7 are getting wide acceptance 
now a day which have many technical differences. 
 
The paper is organized as follows: the first section discusses various LPWAN network architecture. In 
second section, since security is an essential requirement of wireless communication technologies, how 
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Abstract

DNA sequencing determines the precise order of nucleotides within a DNA molecule. Next
generation Sequencing (NGS) is an efficient parallel high throughput DNA Sequencing
Technology which revolutionizing the genomic research. Earlier methods that are quite
expensive give rise to different sequence comparison techniques. NGS used for faster
detection of variants in human genome and give rise to accelerated response to disease
detection like cancer, hepatitis etc. In this paper work flow of data analysis part of NGS are
clearly discussed. The different NGS platforms, its applications and different sequencing
comparison techniques are also mentioned here.
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Abstract

Nowadays parking has become an expensive resource in the almost any major city's in the
world, and its limited availability is the concurrent cause of urban traffic congestion and air
pollution. The common method of finding a parking space is manual where the driver
usually finds a space on the street through luck and experience. This process takes time
and effort and may lead to the worst case of failing to find any parking space if the driver is
driving in a city with high vehicle density. In this paper, an attempt has been done to
automate the car as well as the car parking system with a Smart Parking System (SPS)
which is based on the integration of an Android app and QR Code reader. The introduction
of a novel algorithm that increases the efficiency of the current smart-parking system and
develops an android app to collect information about the occupancy state of parking
spaces, and to inform the drivers to the nearest vacant parking spot. The entering into or
leaving the parking slot is controlled by an Android-based application. The algorithm helps
improve the probability of successful parking and minimizes the user waiting time.
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ABSTRACT 

Presently days the greater part of the people groups are utilized portable phones, therefore the number of base stations and base 
station utilization’s are additionally increased. The expanding interest of high limit in cell systems requires enormous vitality 
consumption. Thus, energy proficiency is turned out to be real objective in cell networks. In a phone network, the base stations 
are utilized more measure of energy. So, energy effectiveness component is connected to the base stations. In this case, we have 
used a mechanism to on/off base stations according to the users. If a base station does not contain any client then it goes into 
the sleeping mode, otherwise, it proceeds to its dynamic mode. In this case, a user-centric clustering mechanism is considered. 
In this technique another system is likewise used, this case the base stations check their closest neighbor base stations. Then 
tally the quantity of active base stations and sleeping base stations. If any client needs to interface another client to another base 
station and the majority of the base stations are sleeping. At, this case the resting base stations are naturally going into the wake-
up state. And help to associate the clients. 

Keywords: Base station, Cellular networks, Base station sleeping, Base station clustering 

1. INTRODUCTION 

These days the expanding number of smart-phones, tablets, laptops and so forth are remotely associated with the web has caused an 
extensive measure of activity increment in the cellular network[2].In a request to give sufficient limit a lot of base stations have 
been deployed[3] which prompts substantial energy utilization. Studies [4],[5]shows that base stations are already used in 60-80% 
of total energy consumption in cellular networks. Therefore energy efficiency of base stations are the main goals in a cellular 
network. 

In order to reduce energy consumption in base stations, there are many techniques can be used. e.g, transmit power control in single-
antenna system [6],[7] and multi-antenna sys-tem[8],processing and speed scaling control[9],Base station sleeping[10]-[20],smart 
base station deployment [21],[22] etc. Base station sleeping technique is the main technique, in this case, underutilized base stations 
are going to the sleep. 

 

Fig. 1.  Traffic adaptation in ideal case 
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Abstract

Emotions play a vital role in the efficient and natural human

computer interaction. Recognizing human emotions from

their speech is truly a challenging task when accuracy,

robustness and latency are considered. With the recent

advancements in deep learning now it is possible to get

better accuracy, robustness and low latency for solving

complex functions. In our experiment we have developed

two deep learning models for emotion recognition from

speech. We compare the performance of a feed forward

Deep Neural Network (DNN) with the recently developed

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) which is known as Gated

Recurrent Unit (GRU) for speech emotion recognition. GRUs

are currently not explored for classifying emotions from

speech. The DNN model gives an accuracy of 89.96% and the

GRU model gives an accuracy of 95.82%. Our experiments

show that GRU model performs very well on emotion

classification compared to the DNN model.
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Abstract. Fingerprint recognition has been considered as the most popular and reliable system 
for web based person authentication. Fingerprints have unique patterns that can be used to 
distinguish one fingerprint from another. The fingerprint pattern can be used to enhance the 
security of existing authentication system by adding a layer of biometric security. In this paper 
we propose a novel algorithm that is able to distinguish the pattern of one fingerprint from the 
pattern of another fingerprint using XML mining. But the valuable fingerprint data of a user is 
at risk as it can be hacked during web based authentication and the data can be easily 
compromised. Therefore we further enhance the security by extracting the fingerprint features 
into an xml file and  embed the same  into an image file using steganography. The encoded file 
can be used for safe transmission of fingerprints across the web for bio metric authentication. 
Our proposed system uses a novel method in which xml mining is applied at the server side to 
make the fingerprint identification faster. 

1. Introduction 
Automatic personal identification is very important as our day to day life is getting digitized. Two 
categories of traditional personal identification are there: they are token based and knowledge based [1]. 
In the token based approach a person is identified based on what he/she has (physical key, ID card, 
passport, Badges, etc.) and in knowledge based approach a person is identified based on what he/she 
knows (ID number, password, PINs, etc.). However both these approaches have certain limitations. In 
the token based approach, the token can be easily stolen, lost, shared or can be duplicated. In knowledge 
based approach, the knowledge can be guessed, shared or forgotten. Biometric authentication/ 
identification systems overcome the above mentioned limitations and are widely accepted. Biometric 
based approaches are considered as the most promising option for identifying individuals. Among the 
various approaches fingerprint recognition is one of the oldest and most popular technique for 
recognizing people [2]. 

Fingerprint recognition is used in many areas like access control [3], law enforcement, forensic 
science to aid criminal investigation [4], biometric smart cards etc. The popularity is mainly because  of 
the uniqueness of fingerprint images, the availability of inexpensive fingerprint readers and the fact that 
criminals often leave their fingerprints at crime scenes. A fingerprint is a unique pattern of ridges and 
valleys on a finger. There are different stages in a fingerprint recognition system as shown in figure 1. 
They are mainly fingerprint acquisition, feature extraction, and matching. The traditional method for 
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Abstract — Cryptographic techniques are crucial for 

the secure communique in cutting-edge society. As 

increasingly more commercial enterprise processes are 

performed through the internet and the necessity for 

efficient cryptographic answers will grow in near fu-

ture. Nearly all cryptographic schemes practically used 

are based on difficulty of solving two problems: factor-

ing of large complex integers and tackling the discrete 

logarithms. However, schemes based on these prob-

lems became unreliable when large quantum computer 

systems are built. In quantum computers numeric and 

theoretic problems which includes factorization of 

integers and discrete logarithms were tackled down in 

polynomial time. The principle reason behind is the 

Shor’s algorithm. Therefore requires immediate alter-

native options for those classical public key schemes. 

Besides the lattice, code and hash based cryptosystems, 

multivariate cryptography is considered to be a most 

promising candidate. Besides the resistance against 

quantum computer attacks, the multivariate schemes 

are fast and needs only modest computational re-

quirements, which makes them more appealing for the 

use on low-cost devices like RFID (Radio Frequency 

identification) chips and smart cards. The paper pre-

sents a comprehensive review on diverse signature 

schemes used in Multivariate Post-Quantum Cryptog-

raphy literature. Moreover highlights the problems in 

multivariate signature scheme. 
Keywords: Cryptography, Quantum Computers, Post-

Quantum Cryptography, Multivariate Public Key 

Signature Schemes, Low-cost devices. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the business world, the communique among trad-

ing partners needs to be remain confidential. Even 

private user deals with cryptography every day. 

Common examples are online shopping and down-

loading of a software application. When logging in 

to an electronic mail account or moving over the 

website of a bank, cryptographic techniques are used 

too. As increasingly business processes are accom-

plished via the internet (e.g. via cloud computing) 

and due to new application like e-voting and digital 

payment, the need for efficient cryptographic solu-

tions will show nonetheless growth in near future. 

The most often used cryptographic primitives are 

encryption and digital signature schemes. Encryp-

tion schemes guarantee the confidentiality of infor-

mation so an attacker cannot get any records approx-

imately the content of the encrypted message. Be-

sides that signature schemes make sure that the 

message genuinely comes from the sender (authenti-

cation) and that it was not changed after the signing 

process (data integrity). For contracts it is also vital 

that none of the signers forget the validity of the 

settlement (non- repudiation), which can also be 

guaranteed with the aid of a digital signature 

scheme.  

Today, nearly all the cryptographic signature 

schemes practically used are primarily based on 

mathematical problems, specifically the factoriza-

tion of large complex integers and the solving of 

discrete logarithms. Diverse internet and industry 

standards use asymmetric cryptography based fully 

on RSA or the Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), 

to protect their data communication between smart 

cards, smart phones, computer systems, servers, or 

industrial control systems.  

Taking an instance, with the RSA algorithm a Pub-

lic-Key Encryption (PKE) scheme can be realized 

that permits it to send an encrypted email (e.g., with 

PGP/ GPG or S/MIME) to a recipient. There states 

no requirement that first to exchange a symmetric 

key though a securedchannel, the public key of the 

recipient is enough to achieve confidentiality.Other 

applicationsof asymmetric cryptography are digital 

signatures, which are based upon RSA or ECC. 

Theyare used to sign and verify information. The 

public key is involved to check the validity of asig-

nature. If anyone tries to modify a digitally signed 

agreement or long term archives aftersigning, even 

with the aid of a single bit, the digital signature test 

fails. Both PKE and digitalsignatures are critical in 

Transport Layer security (TLS) protocol [1] which is 

the spine of securedcommunication within the inter-
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Abstract--- Nowadays, network-based applications are growing rapidly such as cloud computing services, image 
processing, Internet of Things sensors, network traffic analysis mobility and video streaming services etc. It requires 
a massively distributed computation which leads to a quick and big increase in the usage of the network as well as it 
challenges the existing network management. Hadoop MapReduce is a framework that allows a committed and a 
scalable number of servers for analytics process. We can scale disk I/O requirements with the number of servers 
during computing and such type of scaling provides high network traffic in the underlying network of the Hadoop 
MapReduce. This comparative study reveals that network traffic engineering is an important research area in the 
MapReduce. The survey underlines the cutting edge in improving the performance of MapReduce using recent 
techniques and its usefulness for processing large-scale data-set. Based on this study the conclusion is that it is very 
difficult to change the existing network topology or network configurations frequently; therefore an Application-
Aware Networks in Software-Defined Networking (AAN-SDN) is the best approach for network traffic 
management as well as for improving Hadoop MapReduce performance efficiency. 
Keywords--- Hadoop, MapReduce, Network Traffic, HDFS, AAN-SDN. 

I. Introduction 
In this data age, a large volume of data is coming from various sources in a wide variety of forms. Many 

applications like mining of data, image processing on large image sets, data analytics etc., use a huge amount of data 
for processing in parallel. For example, terabytes of data are generated by New York stock exchange per day [1] and 
petabytes of data can be handled every day by the Facebook [2]. An average of hundreds of thousands of 
MapReduce jobs are executed every day on Google's clusters, that is it processes more than twenty petabytes of data 
on each day [3]. The most dominant approach for processing such type of volumetric traffic is Hadoop MapReduce. 
It is because a typical distributed system does not work properly with a huge amount of data due to its network 
dependency and high bandwidth utilization. With Hadoop, we can run many exploratory data analysis tasks on full 
data-sets, without sampling or it can be used for extracting information from larger datasets or for data pre-
processing [16]. Many such applications can be executed in parallel on a number of machines that runs MapReduce 
and HDFS.  

MapReduce is a type of programming model for computing data in a distributed fashion. MapReduce 
applications need processing of the enormous amount of data in parallel on multiple clusters. The partitioning of 
data, distribution of data to various machines, its synchronization and fault tolerance are managed automatically by 
the MapReduce framework. To schedule a job, the resource manager needs to be attentive about the network 
condition; but it does not, is the major problem of default Hadoop resource manager. A large amount of shuffle 
phase traffic causes more traffic in the Reducer phase, results in a sharp increase in computation time and this will 
also increase the cost. The recent studies show that the shuffle operation takes more time for execution, a third of the 
job completion time [4]If data is processed very close to the storage then amount of data and its transmission rate 
can be reduced because it takes advantage of locality of data. 

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is easily portable master-slave architecture, ensures data safety when 
hardware failures occur and are useful for applications with large datasets. HDFS is responsible for storing data on 
the slave nodes. It consists of storage, which is attached to the live nodes of the cluster called Datanode and it stores 
data in the form of files. Internally, a file is partitioned into blocks; the number of blocks is based on its data size. 
Such blocks are stored in the DataNodes. Different racks of DataNodes are present in HDFS architecture and are not 
only for storing data but also for storing replicated data blocks (a block is replicated three times). These blocks are 
replicated in order to ensure data safety and are written into different DataNodes, resided in different racks to 
support data safety. The master server executes file system namespace operations. All the operations such as 
opening and closing of files or directories and their renaming etc. are managed by the map and reduce phases of 
Hadoop.  
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1. Introduction 
Bearings are the prominent components in most of the machines. They set up free rotational or linear 
movement, by lessening friction. Bearing may turn broken because of substantial stacking, lacking 
grease and inadequate fixing. A few investigations have expressed that the significant reason for 
failure of machines is because of bearing problem [1-2]. Sudden failure of the bearing may crush up 
different parts of the machines additionally and may raise downtime costs. Regular strategies for 
observing bearing wellbeing incorporate motor current analysis, wear debris analysis, noise 
monitoring, temperature monitoring, vibration monitoring, chemical analysis, Laser displacement 
measurement etc [3-4]. 
The misalignment of the bearing produces vibration and noise. Signal processing techniques are the 
most vital part of the systems intended for the automated analysis and interpretation of bearing 
vibration. Feature extraction techniques used in these automated systems generally belong to time 
domain, spectral domain [5-6] or Time-Frequency (TF) domain. Peak/peak to peak and Root Mean 
Square (RMS) amplitude of vibration, skewness, kurtosis, crest factor, measures of Central Tendency 
(CT) , impulse factor, shape factor and clearance factor[7] are few of such time domain features 
usually employed.  
K. Czarnecki [8] suggested that energy density estimated via ordinary spectrogram or Instantaneous 
Frequency Rate Spectrogram (IFRS) is a reliable feature as far as mechanical vibrations are 
concerned. R. Klein [9] demonstrated that faults in turbofan engine can be detected from the 
spectrogram of its vibrations, computed via Wigner-Ville, wavelets or Short Time Fourier transform 
(STFT). A. Belsak and J. Prezelj [10] used spectrogram of the vibrations produced in gear units for 
monitoring their condition. S. K. Yadav and P. K. Kalra [11], demonstrated that the spectrogram of 
vibration has the potential to detect faults in single cylinder four stroke IC engine. Griffaton et.al [12] 
suggested that damaged bearings in highly sophisticated systems like aircraft engines can be identified 
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ABSTRACT

The characteristics of vibrations is one which is widely used for the non-intrusive

inspection and health monitoring of bearings. However, automated methods, intended

for predicting the health status of bearings greatly depend on the features extracted

from the vibration signal. In this paper, the ability of frequency domain features such

as spectral role-o  (SR), median frequency (MF), spectral centroid (SC), dominant

frequency (DF), and spectral ux (SF) of the bearing vibration data corresponding to

healthy, inner race failure (IRF), roller element defect (RED), and outer race failure

(ORF) to identify the state of the bearing is analyzed. The SF, DF, and SC are identi ed
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ABSTRACT

The behaviour of vibrations is widely used for non-intrusive inspection and health

monitoring of bearings. However, automated methods, intended for predicting the

bearing status, greatly depend on the features extracted from the vibration. Generally,

time domain features are computationally simpler than frequency and time–frequency

domain features. In this paper, the ability of time domain features to characterise the

type of bearing fault is analysed. Types of bearing faults considered are healthy, inner

race failure (IRF), roller element defect (RED) and outer race failure (ORF).The features

being analysed are standard error (SE), absolute deviation of SE from the reciprocal of
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AN ETHICAL LEADERSHIP MODEL FOR ENHANCING 
MORAL EDUCATION IN THE DIOCESAN COLLEGES OF 

PALAI, KERALA, INDIA 
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Kanog-on Rungrojngarmcharoen2 
 
Abstract: The aim of this research was to develop an ethical leadership model for 
enhancing moral education in the diocesan colleges of Palai, Kerala, India. The 
researcher identified four specific objectives for this research. For accomplishing the 
first research objective, the researcher did the content analysis of 16 books and 114 
articles directly related to the subject. These results were validated by twenty experts 
and from these results the instruments for the data collection for acquiring the second 
objective were developed. The data for second objective were collected by 
conducting in depth interviews with the administrators of the colleges and by using 
survey questionnaires for collecting data from the lecturers and the students. The 
results revealed the areas that needed improvements. The researcher, by making use 
of the ethical leadership theories and combining the results of the first and second 
research objectives, developed a new model for enhancing the moral education. The 
preliminary model was sent to 20 experts for their review. After having collected their 
suggestions, the researcher modified the model accordingly and thus the final model 
emerged. For accomplishing the fourth objective, a new curriculum was developed 
and the researcher implemented the new model for a period of three months in one of 
the colleges of the diocese of Palai. Pre-test and post-test were conducted. The results 
of the analysis of the data confirm that the new ethical leadership model for moral 
education is effective in terms of values, instructional strategies and moral assessment.  
 
Keywords: Ethical Leadership, Moral Education, Higher Education. 
 
Introduction  
Whatever profession people are involved in; the society expects and demands high 
ethical standards of behavior from them. Being morally sound and honest is the most 
important characteristic of a good professional. People highly value morally sound 
behavior and pay respect to such people. In the present world, it is seen that the 
professionals are willing to do anything for the sake of money, power and other 
personal gains. They forget the importance of codes of conduct that they have to 
follow in their profession. It indicates the need for an evaluation of how we train the 
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ABSTRACT 
A research study for assessing the impact of fisher folk Self Help Groups in gender 
mainstreaming was undertaken on social entrepreneurship venture on fish aggregating devices 
at Mannancheri gramapanchayath, located at Alappuzha district of Kerala.  The analysis 
included specific aspects such as performance assessment of the SHGs, gender analysis and 
empowerment analysis which were carried out based on socio-economic surveys and personal 
interviews using pre-tested and structured data gathering protocols with standardized scales and 
indices involving the members of the SHGs. The male and female counterparts of the families 
were separately interviewed to assess the gender mainstreaming aspects in terms of equity and 
equality to access to resources, participation profile, decision making aspects, gender need 
analysis etc. Though majority of activities are male dominated, the female counterparts of the 
households also have definite role in decision making, purchase of accessories etc. A success 
case study was elucidated and documented as a documentary which can be used as a case model 
for promoting group action for mobilizing SHGs on a sustainable basis. 
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Abstract: Visual merchandising has been over the years thought to be marketing tool in retail industries. The researchers 
embarked upon a study to find the impact of visual merchandising with reference to the retail sector. For this they have taken the 
reliance trends as a case and has done an in depth study using its sample customers to find the impact of their buying behavior. 
The research was of a descriptive in nature and helped to develop the concept to clearly establish priorities, to divulge adequate 
information which the researchers feel will help in decision making for the company. A structured questionnaire was used to 
obtain information and to assess the impact of visual merchandising, on impulse buying behavior of customers. A random 
sampling technique was used in the study and care was taken that the respondents were as diversified as possible. A sample size 
of 100 respondents was taken from Cochin and Kottayam. To draw conclusions easily, the data was converted into XY (Scatter) 
diagrams.  Research findings suggest that impulse buying accounts for substantial sales across a broad range of product 
categories in the stores. Since impulse buying is a pervasive aspect of consumers’ behaviors and a focal point for strategic 
marketing plans, it is worthwhile for retailers to understand factors within the retail setting that trigger consumers’ impulsive 
reactions. Retailers can help customers to find the right products through focused merchandising, intelligent store design and 
layout, and other visual merchandising practices, such as product displays, packaging, and signage. It is has also been found 
that all the four visual merchandizing factors affect the impulse buying behavior, but the effect of Promotional offerings at the 
entrance  is comparatively very high. A greater importance should be given for visual merchandizing factors by retailers for 
differentiating itself from the competitors. 
Keywords:Visual merchandising, impulse buying, consumer behavior, retail 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Marketing occupies an important position in the organization of a business unit. An effective system of marketing leads to the 
organization. All activities which are involved in the process of transferring goods from the place of its manufacture to the ultimate 
consumer come under the purview of marketing. Marketing is not a novel concept of the 20th century but is as old as human history. 
In the initial stages, trade was simply s barter system. During this period locals markets developed. Goods were brought to this 
market from nearby places for sales. The difficulties experienced under the barter system induced the people to think about a 
common medium of exchange for this. They introduced various kinds of metals: The appearance of money quickened the phase of 
trade which is the heart of marketing. After the industrial revolution the marketing system became increasingly complex. With the 
advent of industrial revolution, the marketing system became revolutionary changes in the techniques, methods and volume of 
production. Large scale production led to large scale consumption, which consequently led to newer method of marketing. 
Marketing is one which facilitates any organization to much its own capabilities to the wants of its customers. The modem 
marketing starts with the identification of customer needs.  

II. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this research is to examine the relationship between customers’ impulse buying behaviors and common external 
factors that trigger impulse buying. External factors that the research will exam are attributes likely to be encountered in many 
retailing contexts, such as visual merchandising. The research, therefore, will focus on effects of four types of visual merchandising 
on impulse buying behavior. The types of visual merchandising used as predictors in this study are window display, in-store 
form/mannequin display, floor merchandising and promotional signage. 

III. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 
A. To examine the relationship between consumer’s impulse buying behavior and common external factors that trigger impulse 

buying. 
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Smart materials are the materials that have one or more properties that can be significantly changed in a controlled fashion 
by external stimuli such as stress, temperature, moisture, pH, electric or magnetic fields. Magneto-rheological fluids are smart 
fluids, which can change their viscosity when a magnetic field is applied. That is, the liquid material will change to a  
semi-solid under the influence of the magnetic field. Hard turning has gained popularity in machining industries as an 
alternative to conventional cycle of turning, heat treatment and then finishing for assembly of high wear resistant parts. 
Vibration developed during the hard turning is the major reason for poor surface finish of the parts produced by this process. 
The present investigation aims at developing the magneto rheological damper for suppressing the tool vibration and promoting 
better surface finish. Experiments were conducted on AISI D3 steel of HRC 60 turned with multicoated hard metal inserts 
with sculptured rake face geometry .This study also presents multivariate loss function for multi criteria optimization of surface 
finish and tool wear. Experimental results revealed that use of MR damper reduced the surface roughness by three times when 
compared with that of not using MR damper. Results also revealed that the optimum parameters to improve the surface finish 
and reduce the tool wear simultaneously are cutting speed 120 m/min and feed rate 0.08 mm/rev. 

Keywords: AISI D3 Steel, Hard Turning, Magneto Rheological Damper, Surface Finish, Multivariate Loss Function 

Introduction 
Hard turning defined as the turning of a part or bar 

stock that is harder than 45HRC on a lathe or turning 
center. Hard turning can be either turning with cutting 
fluid or pure dry turning. Dry turning technology needs 
a rigid machine tool with minimum or zero vibrations 
during machining as vibrations during the machining 
greatly influence the quality of surface finish and tool 
wear. Completely arresting the vibrations of machine 
tool is not possible. The solution for this problem can 
be use of Magneto rheological (MR) dampers using 
Magneto rheological fluids (MRF).1 Magnetorheological 
devices used for several applications, including 
magnetorheological shock absorbers, control valves, 
drug delivery cancer treatment and bio-medical 
application as adaptive prosthetic foot. Various studies 
of Vardarajan and his colleagues 2-3 present the effect 
of magnetic field and on damping ability and tool  
wear in hard turning of AISI 4340 steel, dry  
and with minimum fluid applications. Recent studies 
of Aouci et al 4 on machinability investigation in hard 
turning of AISI D3 cold work of HRC 60 with ceramic 

tool revealed that, at optimum cutting conditions a  
surface finish of 0.2834μm achieved. The present  
study aims to develop a MR damper to enhance the 
surface finish and reduce the tool wear in hard  
turning of AISI D3 steel with hardness of 60 HRC by 
dry machining.  
 
Selection of work material 

AISI D3 Steel, which is a high carbon-high 
chromium steel developed for applications requiring 
high resistance to wear or to abrasion and for resistance 
to heavy pressure rather than to sudden shock is used 
as the work material. The chemical compositions of 
this material in per cent by weight is C- 2.1, Si-0.3,  
Cr-11.5, Mn-0.4, Ni-0.31. Its usual application is as 
tool material in conventional machining. 
 
Selection of tool material 

Multicoated hard metal inserts with sculptured  
rake face geometry and the specification SNMG 
120408 MT TT5100 from ‘Taegu Tec’ coated with  
TiC and TiCN are used as cutting tools in this study. 
The tool holder used has the specification PSBNR 
2525 M12. The basic dimension of tool holder is  
25 × 25 × 145 mm3.  

—————— 
*Author for Correspondence 
E-mail: jalumedi.babu@gmail.com 
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Abstract. Inconel 718 is being extensively used for high-temperature applications, rocket engines, gas 
turbines, etc. due to its ability to maintain high strength at temperatures range 450-700°C complimented 
by excellent oxidation and corrosion resistance and its outstanding weldability in either the age hardened 
or annealed condition. Though alloy 718 is reputed to possess good weldability in the context of their 
resistance to post weld heat treatment cracking, heat affected zone (HAZ) and weld metal cracking 
problems persist. This paper presents a brief review on welding processes for Inconel 718 and the weld 
defects, such as strain cracking during post weld heat treatment, solidification cracking, and liquation 
cracking. The effect of alloy chemistry, primary and secondary processing on the HAZ cracking 
susceptibility, influence of post/pre weld heat treatments on precipitation, segregation reactions, and 
effect of grain size etc. discussed and concluded with future scope for research.  

1. Introduction 
Inconel 718 is a super alloy with higher amount of nickel initially developed by Elseistein of International 
Nickel Company for use in wrought condition. Now this alloy has been extensively using in investment cast 
form in the manufacturing of hot-section components of aero engines, gas turbines, and other high-temperature 
applications mostly involving high temperature environment such as chemical and process industries, and 
nuclear reactors. This is due of its oxidation and corrosion resistance and relatively good strength at elevated 
temperatures [1-4]. Investment cast structures welded during their fabrication stage or for some weld repairs. 
Table.1 shows a typical chemical composition of this alloy. Inconel 718 alloy has outstanding weldability in 
both age hardened or annealed condition. However, this alloy has high resistant to strain-age cracking yet this 
alloy has still weldability problems such as microfissuring and solidification cracking. Formation of Nb rich 
Laves phase which is a brittle intermetallic phase of Ni, Cr, Fe2, or Nb, Mo, Ti, in the inter dendritic region at 
the time of solidification is another main problem. As Laves phases diminish the matrix of vital alloying 
elements and aid for favourable sites for crack initiation and its growth [5]. Detailed discussion on the 
weldability of this alloy was presented by Muralidharan et al. [6]. The main aim of this review is to present 
various welding process used by researchers for welding of Inconel 718 alloy and issues related to weldability 
of Inconel 718 strain age cracking, solidification cracking and the importance of post-weld treatments and 
alloying elements in fusion zone and HAZ intergranular cracking. Remaining part of this paper divided into a 
brief review on welding defects, processes used for welding of Inconel 718, finally conclusions and scope for 
future research in this area. 

Table.1. Composition (Wt-%) of Inconel 718 [5] 

Ni Cr 
Nb + 
Ta 

Mo Ti Al Si C Mn S P Fe B Cu Co 

53 18.2 5.19 3.15 1.02 0.48 0.07 0.027 0.07 0.006 0.005 Bal 0.005 0.02 0.02 
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Abstract: Superplastic forming (SPF) is the first choice of designers for manufacturing parts 
with complexity as used in aircraft and automobile industries, where the strength to weight ratio 
is the main criterion. Superplastic forming of a sheet metal has been extensively used to produce 
the parts with greater complexities that are much stronger at the same time lighter than with other 
methods. Superplastic forming of sheets invariably results in thickness variation. Minimum 
thickness results at the portion where sheet comes in to contact with the die last. Pressure, 
forming depth and complexity of the part affect this thinning. The present investigation aims for 
simultaneous optimisation of forming depth and pressure of box shaped Superplastic forming 
using grey based fuzzy logic. In the present study Sn-Pb chosen; which is a model material for 
SPF to carryout experiments, the same results could be applicable for any other Superplastic 
material. Results revealed that depth at level1 (D1) and pressure at level 3 (P3) parameter settings 
minimize the time of forming, and   maximize the thinning ratio, simultaneously. 

1. Introduction 
Ductility is the ability to undergo shape change without failing under the action of external mechanical 
stresses. Elongations in excess of 200% indicate the superplastic behaviour in the materials. Superplastic 
forming is the forming process uses this high extensibility of these materials. Because of this property 
SPF is widely used in the manufacturing of parts with greater complexity at lower costs compared to 
conventional machining [1]. Certain conditions are necessary for materials to exhibit this phenomenon 
of super plasticity [2]. The Pb – 61.9% and Sn – 38.1% alloy is a model material to conduct experiments 
on superplastic forming. Most researchers used both symmetrical [3-7] and asymmetrical [7] rolling for 
the grain refinement and could achieve grain sizes below 10 microns. Superplastic forming of sheet 
invariably results in thickness variation.  To meet the tight tolerance limits of the parts, it is very 
important to control this thickness variation. Processing of the material to obtain a high ‘m’ value, 
part/die design changes to minimize local stress concentrations, forming profiled sheet of varying 
thickness, and pressure application in a profiled and controlled manner to control the strain rate are some 
of the methods developed by researches to control this thickness variation. Most of the researchers focus 
on thinning during superplastic forming of hemi-spherical and conical shaped products [3-6]. 
 
Kalaichelvan, et.al [3] conducted experiments on Pb–Sn sheet and concluded that combination of 
variable pressure and preforming gives better results compared to applying only variable strain rate 
method. Babu and colleagues [4-6] presented thinning in hemi-spherical and conical shaped products. 
Their results showed that variation in pressure during forming reduced the thinning. This review 
concludes that very few researchers focused on thickness variation in particularly in the case of box 
shaped components [7, 8]. Hence, the present investigation focused to study the effect of pressure and 
depth on thickness variation and forming time of a box shaped component. 
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Abstract. Ceramic coatings are applied on metals to prevent them from oxidation and 
corrosion at room as well as elevated temperatures. The service environment, mechanisms of 
protection, chemical and mechanical compatibility, application method, control of coating 
quality and ability of the coating to be repaired are the factors that need to be considered while 
selecting the required coating. The coatings based on oxide materials provides high degree of 
thermal insulation and protection against oxidation at high temperatures for the underlying 
substrate materials. These coatings are usually applied by the flame or plasma spraying 
methods. The surface cleanliness needs to be ensured before spraying. Abrasive blasting can be 
used to provide the required surface roughness for good adhesion between the substrate and the 
coating. A pre bond coat like Nickel Chromium can be applied on to the substrate material 
before spraying the oxide coating to avoid chances of poor adhesion between the oxide coating 
and the metallic substrate. Plasma spraying produces oxide coatings of greater density, higher 
hardness, and smooth surface finish than that of the flame spraying process Inert gas is often 
used for generation of plasma gas so as to avoid the oxidation of the substrate material. The 
work focuses to develop, characterize and optimize the parameters used in Al2O3 coating on 
transition stainless steel substrate material for minimizing the wear rate and maximizing the 
leak tightness using plasma spray process.  The experiment is designed using Taguchi’s L9 
orthogonal array. The parameters that are to be optimized are plasma voltage, spraying distance 
and the cooling jet pressure. The characterization techniques includes micro-hardness and 
porosity tests followed by Grey relational analysis of the results. 
 

1. Introduction 
Ceramic coatings are applied on metals to prevent those materials from oxidation and corrosion at 
room as well as elevated temperatures. These coatings are high temperature coatings based on oxides, 
silicates, nitrides, carbides, cermet and super porcelains and other inorganic materials. There are a 
wide range of ceramic coatings that can be applied to metal components in order to enhance their 
functional properties. The advantages of ceramic coating on materials are high chemical resistance, 
excellent wear resistance, good reflectivity, fine electrical resistance and prevention of hydrogen 
diffusion. Ceramic coatings have got a wide variety of applications like Furnace fixtures,  Textile, 
thread and fiber parts, Mechanical seal areas (sleeves, journals, etc.), Impellers, Molds, Pistons, 
Valves, Wear rings etc. 

2. Literature Review 
Ceramic coatings on metal surfaces can improve the performance of the metallic substrates [1,2].The 
special properties of Alumina, a ceramic coating includes high hardness, chemical inertness, wear 
resistance and a high melting point. These excellent properties enabled alumina ceramics to be widely 
used in many applications subjected to extreme pressure, force and temperature conditions. [3-6]. The 
force of adhesion between the ceramic sprayed coating and the substrate metal is usually not very 
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Abstract: A multilayer insulation (MLI) is a passive thermal protection system used in 
cryogenics and space exploration programs as a thermal insulator. It is very thin and light 
weight. Due to less weight and higher thermal performance of MLI, it found application in 
space programs to store cryogenic liquid propellant. The effective thermal conductivity of MLI 
is in the order of 10-5 W/mK. The prediction of heat transfer in MLI is very complex due to the 
anisotropic conductivity and combination of radiation, gas conduction and solid conduction 
modes of heat transfer. This work is an attempt to gather some significant research outcome in 
MLI performance prediction and the factors to be considered while modeling the MLI.  

Key words: multilayer insulation, thermal protection system, thermal control  

1. Introduction  
foils made of Kapton or Mylar coated with a 

highly reflective metal  placed parallel to each other and low thermal conductive spacers are arranged 
in between the foils to avoid direct contact with the foils[1]. Radiation, solid conduction and gas 
conduction are the significant modes of heat transfer in MLI. Multilayer insulations are capable of 
maintaining hundreds of temperature gradient across a thin insulation. The effective thickness of a 
typical MLI is within few millimeters. MLI found application in storage of cryogenic fluids storage 
used for space missions as propellant. It is also used in MRI scanning systems to produce high 
intensity magnetic fields with the help of superconductivity. It also known as a passive thermal control 
system used in satellites to maintain the temperature of electronic equipment within the working 
temperature limit.  

The radiation heat from the outer space strikes on the first reflective layer where a part is 
reflected back to the environment, and the remaining radiation energy heats up the first layer of spacer. 
As the temperature of the layer increases, solid conduction, gas conduction and radiation takes place 
through the spacer material to the next foil. Thus the second foil temperature will increase. The second 
foil reflects some radiation back to the first foil and the remaining energy transfers to the third foil. 
This process continues up to the bottom layer.  
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